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(* Instructions suitable for following vehicles: 

TOYOTA Landcruiser 80 Series, Landcruiser 79 Series, Landcruiser 76 Series, Landcruiser 75 Series.
NISSAN Patrol GU, Patrol GQ. )



STEP 1

STEP 2

Wind the mounts onto the ends of the light bar, using the 8mm cup 
head bolts and rubber washers provided.

Start by using the sticky backed foam provided and place it on the inside of the 
small clamps to protect them from scratching the paint on your vehicle.

*Tip: When cutting foam use razor blade.

To adjust the Light bar, unwind the mount and turn bolt 1/4 clockwise or 
anti-clockwise in the square hole and refit it to the light bar.
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STEP 3

STEP 4

Place light bar into position on top of the windscreen, you will need a spare set of 
hands to help you hold it up there. Adjust the light to sit horizontally.

Hold the mount in place on the A Pillar in the gutter, using the 4 x 10mm cup head 
bolts and rubber washer provided, bolt the clamps onto the gutters and mounts.



Note:

Suggestion:

There can be some whistling, and it all depends on your bar also.
Best thing to do if you get wind noise, is either place some hard compound rubber 
at intervals in the fins along the rear of the bar, that will suppress the vibration 
caused by the wind compressing under the bar. 

Fisheye style optics 3D, 4D, 5D are not 
recommended as they drop light vertically 
down from the face of the light bar.

STEP 5

Run the wiring down the side of your windscreen, preferably on the same side as 
the battery. Use a few dabs of silicone or to hold it in place. 


